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CHAPTER 1

FINANC
SCOPE &

IALMANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES OF

Financial management is that managerial activity which is concerned with the planning and controlling of the firm's
financial resources.

It is an integrated decision making process concerned with acquiring, financing and managing assets to accomplish the

overall goal ofa business organisation

It can also be stated as the process of planning decisions in order to maximize the shareholder's wealth.

Definitions

"Financial management comprises of forecasting, planning, organising, directing, co-ordinating and controlling of all
activities relating to acquisition and application of the financial resources of an undertaking in keeping in view its
financial objective."

"Financial Management is concerned with managerial decisions that result in the acquisition and financing of short term
and long term credits for the firm."

"Financial management deals with procurement of funds and their effective utilisation in the business."

"The management of alt the processes associated with the efficient acquisition and deployment of both short and long term
financial resources."

Two basic aspects of financial management viz.,

objectives.

PROCUREMENT
OF FT]NDS



1. PROCUREMENT OF FUNDS

Funds can be obtained from different sources

The sources may be;

o Equity share capital

o Preference share capital

o Long Term loans &

o Debentures

Funds may be procured by way of Commercial paper, Deep Discount Bonds, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI),

Foreign Institutional Investors (FII), American Depository Receipts (ADR), Global Depository Receipts (GDR) etc.,

Differsnt sources have different characteristics

Procurement involves two different segments;

i. Identification of source of fund &
ii. Selecting the finance mix.

Before selecting/choosing the finance mix, finance manager has to consider the characteristics of source of funds.

The characteristics of source of funds are;

o Risk,

g Cost &
o Control

The cost of funds should be at the minimum level, for that a proper balancing of risk and control factors must be

carried out.

2. EFFECTIVE UTILISATION OF' FT]NDS

All the funds are procured at a certain cost and after entailing a certain amount of risk.

Since the procurement itself involve cost, it should be used properly & profitably

The finance manager is also responsible for effective utilisation of funds.

The funds once procured cannot be left to remain idle.

Situations to be identified where the funds are being kept idle or where proper use of funds is not being made.

If these funds are not utilised in the manner so that they generate an income higher than the cost of procuring them,

there is no point in running the business.

/ The funds are to be invested in such a way that the business yields maximum retum along with maintaining its

solvency.

r' Thus, financial implications of each decision to invest in fixed assets are to be properly analysed.

r' For this, the finance manager would be required to possess sound knowledge of techniques of capital budgeting.
r' He must also keep in view the need of adequate working capital and ensure that while the firms enjoy an optimum

level of working capital they do not keep too much funds blocked in inventories, book debts and cash, etc.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SOURCE OF F'UNDS

Type of
fund

Risk Cost Control

Own funds
(Equity)

Low risk:
'/ No question of

repayment of
capital except whe4
the company is
under liquidation,

./ Hence best from
view point of risk.

High cost:
./ Most expensive
,/ Dividend

expectations of
shareholders are
higher than
interest rates.

{ Also, dividends
are not tax-
deductible.

Dilution of control
,/ Since the

capital base
might be
expanded and
new
shareholders /
public are
involved.

Loan Funds High risk:
r' Capital should be

repaid as per
agreement;

r' Interest should be
paid irrespective of
performance or
profits.

Low Cost:
./ Comparatively

cheaper
,/ Interest rates are

considered only
after tax impact.

No dilution of
control

/ There is no
voting power
for loan funds
holders except
in special
situations.

1. TRADITIONAL PHASE

During this phase, financial management was considered necessary only during occasional events such as takeovers,

mergers, expansion, liquidation, etc. Also, when taking financial decisions in the organisation, the needs of outsiders

(investment bankers, people who lend money to the business and other such people) to the business was kept in mind.

2. TRANSITIONAL PHASE

During this phase, the day-to-day problems that financial managers faced were given importance. The general problems

related to funds analysis, planning and control were given more attention in this phase.
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3. MODERN PHASE

Modern phase is still going on. The scope of financial management has greatly increased now. It is important to carry out

financial analysis for a company. This analysis helps in decision making. During this phase, many theories have been

developed regarding efficient markets, capital budgeting, option pricing, valuation models and also in several other

important fields in financial management.
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There are two basic objectives of Financial Management.

PROFIT MAXIMISATION

The intention behind starting a business is to earn profit.

This implies that the finance manager has to make his decisions in a manner so that the profits of the concern is

maximised.

Each alternative has to be analysed to find out whether it yields maximum profit or not.

It is the main objective of business because:

o profit acts as a measure of efficiency

o It serves as a protection against risk

Future is uncertain. A firm should earn more and more profit to meet the future contingencies.

Profit maximization is justified on the grounds of rationality as profits act as a measure of effrciency and economic

prosperity.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST PROFIT MAXIMIZATION
/ However, profit maximisation cannot be the sole objective of a company.

r' It is at best a limited objective.

r' It leads to exploitation of workers and consumers

r' It ignores the risk factor associated with profit
r' Profit in itself is a vague concept and means differently to different people



r' It is a narrow concept at the cost of social and moral obligations

r' If profit is given undue importance, a number of problems can arise.

WEALTH vs VALUE MAXIMISATION
{ Value of a firm is represented by the market price of the company's common stock.

r' The market price serves as a performance index or report card of the firm's progress.

r' It indicates how well management is doing on behalf of stockholders.

r' When the firm maximizes the stock holder's wealth, the individuals stockholder can use this wealth to maximize his

individual utility.
r' Wealth management is the single substitute for a stock holder's utility.
{ People buy the shares as an investment and they expect these shares to give them some returns. It is the duty of the

finance manager to see that the shareholders get good returns on the shares. Hence, the value of the share should

increase in the share market.

A stock holder's wealth is shown by:

Stock holder's wealth:No of shares owned x current stock price per share

Higher the stock price per share, greater will be the stock holders wealth, the greater will be the stock price per share

Due to wealth maximization, the short term money lenders get their payment in time

The long time lenders too get a fixed rate of interest on their invesbnents

The employees share in the wealth gets increased

The various resources are put to economical and efficient use

Wealth maximization helps to

o Achieve a higher growth rate

o Attain a larger market share

o Gain leadership in the market in terms of productS and technology

o Promote employee welfare

o To increase customer satisfaction

If the share value is to stay high, the company has to reduce its costs and use the resources properly.

If the company follows the goal of wealth maximisation, it means that the company will promote only those policies

that will lead to an efficient allocation of resources.

To achieve wealth maximization, the finance manager has to take careful decision in respect of;

l. Investmentdecisions

2. Financing decisions

3. Dividend decisions



Maximum utility

| *.r"r.,ot
Maximum stock holder's wealth

Refers to

Maximum stock price per share

ARGUMENTS AGAINST WEALTH MAXIMIZATION
/ It is socially undesirable

{ It is not a descriptive data

/ Stock holders wealth maximization alone does not lead to firm's wealth maximization.

'/ The objective of wealth maximization is endangered when ownership and management are separated

PROFIT MAXIMIZATION WEALTH MAXIMISATION

Objective :Large amount of profits Objective : Highest market value of shares.

It does not consider risk or uncertainW It considers both risk and uncertainty.

Advantages

1) Easy to calculate profits

2) Easy to determine the link between

financial decisions and profits.

3) Must for survival of business, else,

Capital is lost.

4) Essential for growth and development

of business'

5) Profit-making firms only can pursue

social obligations

Advantages

1) Emphasizes the long term

2) Recognises risk or uncertainty

3) Recognises the timing of returns

4) Codsiders shareholders' return

Disadvantages

1) Emphasizes the short term

2) Ignores risk oruncertainty

3) The term "Profit" is vague.

4) Ignores the timing of returns

5) Ignores social and moral obligations of
business

6) Requires immediate resources

Disadvantages

(i) Offers no clear relationship between financial

decisions and share price.

(ii) Can lead to management anxiety and

frustration.



CONCLUSION

Hence, Wealth Maximisation is a better objective for a business since it represents both return and risk. Profit
Maximisation is viewed as a limited objective, i.e., essential but not sufficient. Wealth maximization is a better

and more appropriate objective than profit maximisation.

CFO of an organisation plays an important role in the company's goals, policies, and financial success. His

responsibilities include:

l) Financial analysis and planning: Determining the proper amount of funds to employ in the firm, i.e.

designing the size of the firm and its rate of growth.

2) Investment decisions.' The efficient allocation of funds to specific assets.

3) Financing and capital structure decisions: Raising funds on favourable terms as possible, i.e.,

determining the composition of liabilities.

4) Management of financial resources (such as working capital).

5) ftr's/r managetnenf Protecting assets.



WonrcNc CaprTAL MaNacEMENT

o

o

o

Working capital is also known as operating capital.

Decisions relating to working capital and short term financing are referred to as Working Capital Management.

These involve managing the relationship between a firm's short-term assets and its short term liabilities.

o Current Assets are those, which can be converted inio cash within a short duration, i.e., generally less than

one year. Eg., Cash and Bank Balances, Debtors, Inventories, Prepaid Expenses, Loans and Advances,

Marketable Investments etc.,

o Current Liabilities are those.which fall due for payment or settlement within a short duration, i.e., generally

less than one year. Eg., Bank Overdraft, Creditors, Outstanding Expenses, Tax provision, proposed

dividend, Short Term Loans, Cash Credit etc.,

Working Capital: Current Assets less Current Liabilities

Working Capital (WC)
Classification -



TERM MEAI\ING

Gross

Working Capital

,/ Current Assets only

Net

Working Capital

/ Current Assets less Current Liabilities

Permanent

Working Capital

,/ It is the minimum level of investment required in the business at all

points of time.

/ It is also called Fixed or Hard Core Working Capital

Temporary

Working Capital

./ It represents working capital requirements over and above

permanent working capital

./ It is dependent on factors like peak season, trade cycle boom etc.

r' It is also called as Fluctuating or Variable Working Capital
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2)

3)

4)

s)

l) Working Capital is required to use fixed assets profitably. For example, a machine cannot be used

productively without raw materials etc.

Funds are required for day-to-day operations and transactions. These are provided by Cash and Cash

Equivalents, forming part of Current Assets.

Adequate Working Capital determines the short-term solvency of the firm. Inadequate working capital

means that the firm will be unable to rheet its immediate payment commitments. This represents under-

capitalisation.

Increase in activity levels and sales should be backed up by suitable investment in working capital.

The aspects of liquidity and profitability should be suitably analysed by the Finance Manager. Too much
emphasis on profitability may adversely affect liquidity.

Hence, working capital levels are said to be adequate when:

Current Assets are greater than Current Liabilities

Current Ratio : Current Assets / Current Liabilities. The minimum desirable is about 2:1. This mav differ
from industry to industry.

) Quick Ratio: Quick Assets / Quick Liabilities. The minimum desirable is atleast l:1. This may also differ
from industry to industry.

(i) Nature of Business.

(ii) Market and demand conditions.

(iii) Technology and manufacturing Policies.

(iv) Credit Policy of the firm.

(v) Availability of credit &om suppliers.

(vi) Operating efficiency.

(vii) Price Level Changes.

Meaning: Working Capital Cycle or Cash Cycle or Operative Cycle is the time duration for conversion of cash

into cash equivalents (like Raw Materials, Work-in-progress, Finished Goods, Sundry Debtors) and thereafter

back into cash.



OPERATING CYCLE OF MANUFACTURING CONCERN:

Raw materials

WIP

OPERATING CYCLE OF TRADING CONCERN:

Debtors +--

Segments / Phases in operating cycle:

Segments Explanation

1.Lead Time Time period required for conversion of Cash into Raw

Materials

2.Production / Process Cycle Time period required for conversion of Raw Materials into

WIP and then into Finished Goods

3.Stockholding Period Time period required for conversion of Finished Goods into

Debtors through Sales

4.Average Collection Period Time period required for conversion of Receivables into Cash



Computation:

OPERATING CYCLE : R + W + F + D - C
Where,

R: Raw material storage period

W: Work-in-progressholdingperiod

F - Finished goods storage period

D - Debtors collection period.

C - Credit period availed.

Note:

a. Operating Cycle is computed in terms of number of days or in terms of months.
b. Shorter the duration of operating cycle it is better.

c. Number of operating cycle inayear should be more.
d' operating Cycle indicates the total time required for rotation of funds. The faster the funds rotate, the better it
is for the Company.

The various components of working capital cycle are computed as under:

Component Formula Formula based on
Turnover

Raw Materials Storage Period Average Stock of Raw Materials

Average Cost of RM per day

365

Raw Materials Turnover Ratio

WIP Holding Period Average Stock of WIP
Average Cost of production per day

365

WIP Tumover Ratio

Finished Goods Storage period Average Stock of Finished Goods

Average Cost of Goods sold per day

36s

FG Turnover Ratio

Debtors Collection Period Average Accounts Receivables

Average Credit Sales per day

36s

Debtors Turnover Ratio

Creditors Payment Period Average Accounts Payable

Average Credit Purchases per day

36s

Creditors Tumover Ratio



l. Current assets holding period / Operating Cycle

2. Ratio of sales

3. Ratio of fixed investments

Working Capital Requirements can be forecasted in two ways:

Note:

a.

b.

In Total Approach - All expenses and profit margin are included.
In Cash Cost Approach - Only Cash expenses (excluding depreciation & Profit) are included.

Rates of Valuation of various items:

Estimation of Working
Capital requirement

By way of
Operating Cycle

By way of estimation of
each component of
curent assets and
current liabilities

Component Total Approach Cash Cost Approach

Raw Materials Purchase Price Purchase Price

Work in Progress Raw Materials + 50% of [Direct
Labour + Direct Expenses + All
Production Overheadsl

Raw Materials + 50% of [Direct
Labour + Direct Expenses + Production

Overheads excluding depreciationl

Finished Goods Cost of Production Cost of Production less Depreciation

Sundry Debtors Selling Price Selling Price /ess Profit Margin /ess

Depreciation

Sundry Creditors Purchase Price Purchase Price



Item Quantity Rate

Rew Materials

Stock requirements may double

since consumption per day will

be twice as earlier.

Due to bulk pwchasing, the Firm

may avail of quantity discounts.

Hence average cost per unit of raw

material may be reduced

Work in

Progress

There will be no charge in the

quantity of WIP since work

commenced in the first shift will

be completed in the second shift.

Hence at the end of any day, the

quantity of WIP will remain the

same as it was in single shift

working.

Due to reduction in raw material

cost and economies of fixed costs,

the average cost per unit of WIP

may be reduced

Finished Goods

Due to greater production,

finished goods stocks may

double in quantity.

Cost of production per unit stands

reduced due to lower cost of

materials and economies of fixed

costs per unit.

Sundry Debtors

Increase in demand and increased

sales will lead to higher amount

of Debtors, for the same credit

period. [n case of reduction in

credit period, the increase may

not be proportional or double.

The Selling Price per unit may be

reduced on account of price

elasticity of demand. Additional

quantities could be sold only by

reducing the price.

Sundry

Creditors

Raw Materials purchase quantity

and Creditors bill quantity may

double, subject to credit period

Due to bulk purchasing and better

bargaining power, the Firm may

obtain discounts. Hence, amount
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a

remaining constant. In case of I payable per unit of purchase stands

extended credit periods, I reduced

Creditors quantity may increase 
I

more than proportionately or

double.

Treasury management is defined as 'the corporate handling of all financial matters, the generation of external and

intemal funds for business, the management of currencies and cash flows and the complex, strategies, policies and

procedures of corporate finance.'

It mainly deals with working capital management and financial risk management.

The key goal of treasury management is planning, organizing and controlling cash assets to satisff the financial

objectives of the organization.

The goal may be to maximize the return on ttre available cash, or minimize interest cost or mobilize as much as cash

possible for corporate ventures.

FUNCTIONS OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT:

Functions Explanation

l. Cash

management

(a) Planning or forecasting future cash requirements through Cash Budgets.

(b) Efficient collection of receivables / debtors and payment of liabilities / claims

through Float Management

(c) Monitoring of funds position of various divisions I branches and identiffing

surplus or idle funds to transfer them to other divisions.

(d) Investment Planning or parking of surplus funds in marketable securities to

optimize return.

(e) Cenralisation of collections and release of funds to various divisions

:\,
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2. Currency

Management

(a) Managing Foreign crurency risk exposure through hedging / forwards / futures.

(b) Timely settling or setting offof intra-group indebtedness when there are

divisions in various countries.

(c) Matching transactions of receipts and payments in the same crurency to save

transaction,costs.

(d) Decision on clurency to be used while invoicing export sales.

3. Funding

Management

Planning of long-terrn, medium and short-term cash needs.

Participation in decision concerning capital structure, dividend payout etc.

Obtaining the fund requirements from sources like bank loans, public issues

etc.

(a)

(b)

(c)

4. Banking ly[afufaining cordial & good relationships with bankers and financial institutions.

Coordinating, li4isoning and negotiating with the lenders during the course of

obtaining finance.

(a)

(b)

5. Corporate

Finance

(a) Advising on various issues such as buy-back, mergers, acquisitions and

divestnents, and planning the financial needs thereof.

(b) Investor relationships.

(c) Capital Market Intelligence - obtaining information on market trend, timing of

public issue, etc.



The term "Float" denotes a delay or lag between two events.

To convert receivables into cash qpickly, all the floats have to be reduced to minimum.

DISPATCH OF FIMSIIED GOODS FROM THE SELLER TO BI.IYER

Billing float

PREPARATION OF BILL

Mailing float

RECEIPT OF I}N/OICE BY CUSTOMERS

Credit period

SENDING CHEQUE BY CUSTOMER

Mailing float

RECEIPT OF CHEQUE FROM CUSTOMER

Cheque processing
float

DEPOSIT CHEQUE INTO THE BANK

Bank processing float

CREDIT CHEQUE BY BANK

FLOAT ME,dNING TECHNIQUES OF REDUCING DELAY

l. Billing float The time between the sale and the

mailing of the invoice

(a) Immediate /instant Preparation of bill, on the

date of dispatch of goods

(b) No - dispatch - without - bill poliry

2. Mailing float This is the time when a cheque is

being processed by post office,

messenger service or other

means of delivery.

(a) Use of faster modes of mailing, like e-mail

3. Credit period It is the period allowed by the

seller on the basis of credit

granting decision

Cash discount for earlier prompt

settlement of pending bill amount.

4. Mailing float This is the time when a cheque is

being processed by post office, (a) Concentration Banking &



messenger service or other means

of delivery.

(b) Lock - Box System

5. Cheque

processing float

This is the time required for the

seller to sort, record and

deposit the cheque after it has

been received.

6. Bank processing

float

This is the time from the deposit of

the cheque to the crediting of

funds in the sellers account.

Both concentration banking and lock box systems are technique for reducing the mailing float, cheque
processing float and bank processing float.

Procedure: This method of collection from

customers operates as under -
a. Identiff locations or places

where major customers are

placed, i.e. a Company with

Head Office at Chennai and

customers based in Delhi,

Kolkata and Mumbai

Open a T,ocal Bank Account in

each of these locations i.e.

Delhi, Kolkata and Mumbai

Open a Local collection centre

for receiving cheques from

these customers at the

respective places. A Branch

Office or even an agent can

perform the role of a

b.

Procedure: This method of collection from

customers operates as under -

b.

a. Identiff locations or places

where major customers are

placed, i.e. a Company

with Head Office at

Chennai and customers

based in Delhi, Kolkata and

Mumbai

Open a Local Bank

Account in each of these

locations i.e. Delhi,

Kolkata and Mumbai.

Instruct customers to mail

their payments to the Local

Bank, through a Post Bag

Number.. [For example, the

invoice may carry



Collect remittances from

customers locally, either in

person or through post.

Deposit the cheques received

from customers in the local

bank account for faster

clearing.

Upon realization of chec[ues;

transfer the funds to Head

Office Bank Account, through

telegraph electronic transfer

schemes, by arrangement with

the Bank

instructions like "Mail your

payment to Corporation

Bank A/c No. 198416614A,

P.O. Box No. 215571,

Andheri Branch, Mumbai]

d.r{ Authori zetheBank to pick
F
lup remittances from the

Post Box.

e. Authorize the Bank to

rcalize the cheques through

local collection / clearing

f. Upon realization of
cheques, transfer the funds

to Head Office Bank

Account, through

telegraphic / electronic

transfer schemes, by

arangement with the Bank.

ADVAI\TAGES

1. Reduction in mailing float

2. Reduction in cheque processing float



It helps to determine the optimum cash balance to be carried by a Firm, at any given point of time.

The major objective of these models is to ensure that cash does not remain idle with the Firm and at the

same time it is not confronted with cash shortage

WILLIAM J. BAUMOL'S CASII MANAGEMENT MODEL:

o According to this model, optimum cash level is that level of cash where the carrying costs and transactions

costs are the minimum.

The carrying costs refers to the cost of holding cash, namely, the interest foregone on marketable securities.

The transaction costs refers to the cost involved in getting the marketable securities converted into cash.

This model is similar to the Wilson's model on raw material EOQ.

Formula (J. Baumol's formula)

Optimum cash balance = ./1Zef; 7 I
where,

A: Annual cash disbursement
T : Transaction cost per transaction
I: Interest / Opportunity cost of one rupee p.a.

o

o

a

o

o

TYPES OF CASH
MANAGEMENTMODELS

J.BAUMOL',SMODEL
(InventoryType Models)



Within these control limits the cash balance fluctuates.

When it hits the upper or lower limit action should be taken to restore the cash balance to its

normal level within the control points.

When the cash balance reaches the upper limit, invest the cash in short term marketable securities,

to bring down the cash balance up to return point.

When it touches the lower limit, sell / dispose of marketable securities to bring up the cash

balance to return point.

During the period when cash balance stays between upper and lower limits no transactions

between cash and marketable securities account is made.

Upper limit

Cash
balance

Return point

Lower limit

Time

ASSUMPTIONS
1. Marketable securities has a marginal yield
2. The buying and selling of marketable securities takes place without any delay.

LIMITATIONS
It cannot cope up with large transactions such as payment of dividend

ffiffiffi 1&.;

a

a

Time to sell
security

Need for Cash



NEED EXPLANATION

Transaction

needs

. Cash facilitates the meeting of the day-to-day expenses and other debt

payments.

o Inflows of cash from operations should be sufficient for this purpose.

o If this inflow is temporarily blocked then only the reserve cash balance

would enable the firm to make its payments in time.

Speculative

needs

Cash may be held in order to take advantage of profitable opportunities

that may present themselves and which may be lost for want of ready cash

settlement.

a

Precautionary

needs

. Cash may be held for providing safety against unexpected events.

MEANING: Factoring is an arrangement under which a Firm (called Borrower) receives advances against its

receivables, from a financial institution (called Factor). The Factor also provides certain allied services e.g.

Debtors follow up, Maintenance of Debtors Ledger, etc. on behalf of the Borrower.

PROCEDURE:

1. The borrower sells his Accounts Receivables (i.e. Book Debts) to the Factor.

2. The Factor purchase the receivables and provides advanees against them, after deducting and retaining - (i)
a suitable margin / reserve, (ii) Factor Commission / Fees and c) Interest on Advance.

3. The Borrower forwards collections from his customers / Buyers, to the Factor and thus settles the advances

received by him.

4. The Factor may also provide allied services like credit investigation, sales ledger management, collection of
debts, credit protection and risk bearing.



TYPES OF F'ACTORING

CONDITIONS:

.. Fixing Credit Limits for each borrower and each customer,

o Exclusion of certain customers from factoring - e.g. sale to sister concerns cannot be factored,

o Standardisation of invoices,

o Acknowledgement from Customer for actual supply of goods under the invoice, '

o Insffuction to customers that the payments shall be forwarded directly to the Factor.

Note: Forfaiting refers to factoring of foreign curency invoices, i.e. export bills.

BENEFITS:

o Accounts receivables are easily converted into cash.

o Supply invoices are factored immediately. Hence, cash inflows follow the sale pattem.

o There is no need for a separate credit department since credit management may also be undertaken by the

Factor.

o The Seller Firm may continue to finance its.receivables continuously, on a more or less automatic basis. If
value of sales increase or decrease, it can vary the financing proportionately.

"o Compensating balances are not required in case of factoring, unlike Unsecured Loans. However, the Factor

may not give 100% advance; he may reduce a reserve / margin and advance only the balance.

Recourse vs Non Recourse Factoring

In Non-Recourse factoring, in case of
default by the customer, the risk of bad

debts is bome by the Factor himself. The

rate of Commission is higher in case of
Non- Recourse Factoring, to compensate

the Factor for the additional risk borne by
him.

In Recourse factoring, the risk of bad debts

is borne by the bonower himself
In India, Factoring is always "disclosed"

and "with recourse"

Disclosed vs Undisclosed Factoring

In disclosed, all parties Factor,
Borrower / Seller, factor, and the
Buyer, is aware of the other's presence

in the arrangement. However, in
undisclosed factoring arrangement is
not known to the Buyer of goods.



For eg, the receivables of a firm having a normal credit period of 20 days may be classified as follows:
Age group

Less than 20 days

2l-40 days

41-60 days

Above 60 days

The age group represents the number

receivable can be adjudged by looking
and higher the chances.of default.

o% of total outstanding receivables

. 60%

20%

t0%

t0%

of days or weeks the receivables become outstanding. The quality of a
at the age of receivable. The older the receivable the lower is the quality

BENEFITS:

l It provides a kind of an early waming proclaiming:

a. deterioration of quality of receivables

b. where to apply the corrective action

2. It helps in analyzing the collection policy, procedure by comparing the present period ageing schedule
with past period ageing schedule.

3. It directly points out those customers who require special attention
4. It also helps in projecting the monthly receipts for each collection period.

$*1F$ji$HiE#*triffi ffi $ffi !r:Jr:iiiii:r:ri;

MEAIYTNG: A Commercial Paper (CP) is a short-term usance promissory note issued by a company,
negotiable by endorsement and delivery, issued at a discount on facelo^ulo", as may be determir"d by the issuing
company.

It is issued at a discount and redeemed atface value.

The difference between investment amount and redemption value constitutes interest income for the period.



FEATURES:
o Short Term (i.e., 3 to 6 months): It is a short-term money market instrument. The minimum maturity period

shall be three months and the maximum period shall be six months from the date of issue. No grace period is

allowed for repayment. (unlike a bill of exchange)

o Period: CP should be issued for a minimum period of 7 days and a maximum of less than 1 year'

o Promissory Note: It is essentially a usance promissory note with a fixed maturity value.

o Unsecured: It is a certificate evidencing an unsecured corporate debt of short-term maturity. Assets are not

pledged against CP's.

o Issued at Discount: It is issued at a discount on face value, but it can also be issued in interest bearing form.

o Denomination: Each CP will have a denomination cif Rs.5 lakhs and a single borrower may subscribe to

atleast Rs.25 lakhs in the primary market.

o Stamp Duty: CP is subject to payment of stamp duty.

o Investor: CP may be issued to any person, banks, companies. The issue of CP to NRls can only be on a

non-repatriable basis and is not transferable.

o Restriction on issue: CP can be issued up to 100:/0 of the fund based working capital loan limit. The

working capital limit is reduced accordingly on issuance of CP.

pROCEDURE: It can be issued directly by a company to investors or through banks / merchant bankers. Each

Cp will bear a certificate from the bank veri$ing the signatures of the executants. Deposits by the issue of CP

have been exempted from the provisions of section 58A of the Companies Act, 1956.

The issue of Cp is subject to the norrns and conditions stipulated by RBI from time to time- The broad

conditions are:

Listing: The Issuing Company should be listed in atleast one recognized stock exchange. However,

relaxation from this rule is given to

a. Public Sector ComPanies and

b. Closely held companies.

Credit Rating: The Issuing Company should obtain the necessary credit rating from agencies like ICRA,

CRISIL etc. Application to RBI for approval should be made within two months of obtaining the rating.

Standard Asset: In addition to credit rating, the issuing company should be classified as."Standard Assef'

(as opposed to sub-standard, loss asset etc.) by its bankers / lending financial institutions.

1)

2)

3)



5)

6)

7)

4) Net Worth: The Issuer should have a minimum Tangible Net Worth of Rs.5 crores as per recent audited

Balance Sheet.

Net Worth : Paid up Capital * Free Reserves - Accumulated Losses and Fictitious
Assets.

Working Capital: The fund based working capital limit should be minimum of Rs.5 crores.

Current Ratio: The minimum current ratio should be 1.33 : 1.

Issue Expenses: All issue expenses like dealer's fees, credit rating agency fee etc. shall be borne by the

issuer company.

PROCEDURE FOR ISSUE OF COMMERCIAL PAPER

l) Application to RBI: The Company shall apply to the RBI, through the financing bank. It has to meet all
eligibility criteria, including sound credit rating.

Approval by RBI: RBI shall grant approval to the issue if it is satisfied that the issuing Company meets all
the eligibility conditions.

Private Placement: The Issuing Company shall make arrangements for private placement of the issue. The
process should be completed within two weeks from the date of approval fromRBI.

Intimation of Compliance: Within three weeks of approval, the Company shall intimate the RBI on the

completion of issue and compliance with all necessary conditions.

ADVAI\TAGES:
1) Simplicify: The advantage of CP lies in its simplicity. Documentation involved is minimum.

2) Cash Flow Management: The issuer can issue commercial paper with the maturities tailored to match the
cash flow of the company.

3) Diversification from bank finance: A well-rated company can diversiS, its sources of finance from banks

to short term money markets at relatively cheaper cost.

4) Incentive for financial strength: Companies which raise funds through CP become better known in the
financial world and are thereby placed in a more favourable position for raising long term capital also. Thus
there is an in-built incentive for companies to remain financially strong.

5) Returns to Investors: CP's provide investors with higher returns than the banking system.

LIMITATIONS:
(1) Only highly credit rating firms can use it. New and moderately rated firm generally are not in a position to
issue CP.
(2) CP can neither be redeemed before maturity nor can be extended beyond maturity.

2)

3)

4)



It stands for Maximum Permissible Bank Finance, i.e., the maximum amount that Banks can lend a borrower
towards his working capital requirements.

The RBI had constituted various study groups / committees to study the trends of working capital financed by
banks and recommend the norms to be followed in lending. The recommendations of the Tandon Committee
(formed in July 1974) have had far-reaching impact in lending nonns.

MPBF based on Tandon Committee's recommendations:

This committee suggested three different methods of computing the MPBF.

The Committee suggested gradual shift from Method I to Method III, in order to make the borrower more self-
reliant in financing his working capital requirements.

Current Trends in MPBF: In 1997, the RBI scrapped the concept of MPBF and introduced a new system of
lending. The salient features of the new system are:

Upto Rs.25 lakhs The credit limits will be computed after detailed discussions with
borrower, without going into detailed evaluation.

Above Rs.25 lakhs but

upto Rs.5 Crores

The credit limit can be offered vp to 20%o of the projected gross sales

of the borrower.

Above Rs.5 Crores Cash budget system may be used to identi$ the working capital

needs. Consortium arrangements between different banks and

financial institutions are now optional for this category.

Recommendations

MPBF:75o/oof
(Current Assets less
Current Liabilities)

MPBF : (75%o of
Current Assets) less
Current Liabilities

MpBF : (75o/o of
Fluctuating Current
Assets) less Current

Liabilities

However, Tandon Committee guidelines may also be followed with necessary modifications.



CHAPTER 2
TIME VALUE OF MONEY

*Worth of a rupee received today is different from the worth of a rupee to be received in future" is known as Time value

of money. ie., the value derived from the use of money over time as a result of investment and re-investment.

Reasons of time preference of money:

1. Risk

2. Preference for present consumption

3. Invesknentopportunities

4. Inflation.

The concept of Time Value of Money helps in arriving at the comparable value of the different rupee amount

arising at different points of time into equivalent value at a particular point of time (Present or Future).

This can be done by either -
(a) Compounding the present money to a future date

(b) Discounting future monpy to the present date i.e. .

i.e. finding out future value of present money, or

finding out present value of future money.



CAPITAL BUDGETING

2.

3.

Huge Investment Cost: Initial Investment is substantial. Hence commitment of resources should be

made properly.

Time: The effect of decision is known only in the near future and not immediately. Cash Outflows are to

be made immediately, while Inflows / Retums arise over a future period of time.

Risk: The longer the time period of returns, the greater is the risk / uncertainty associated with cash

flows. Hence, decisions should be taken after a careful review of all available information.

Irreversibility: Decisions are irreversible in nature and commitment of resources should be made on

proper evaluation. For example, plant and machinery purchased for a textile mill project cannot be used

for any purpose say refining of crude oil.

Complexity: Decisions are based on forecasting of future events and inflows. Quantification of future

events involves application of statistical and probabilistic techniques. Careful judgment and application
of mind is necessary.

Surplus: Funds are obtained by a Firm at a certain cost (i.e. WACC). Even internally generated funds

have an implicit cost. Hence, there is a need to obtain a surplus over and above the cost of funds. Only
then the investment is justified.

4.

t.

6.

TYPES OF
CAPITAL II\TVESTMENT DECISIONS



CAPITAL BUDGETING TECHNIQTIES

1. Payback Period
2. Accounting Rate of Return
3. Pay back Reciprocal

1. Discounted Payback
2. Net Present Value
3. Profitability Index
4. Intemal Rate of Return
5. Modified lntemal Rate of Retum

Simple payback o Payback period represents the time period

required for complete recovery of the initial

investment in the project.

o It is the period within which the total cash

inflows from the project equals the cost of

investment in the project.

o The lower the payback period, the better it is,

since initial investment is recouped faster.

Ifcash flow are even:

Paybacle Initial investment

CFAT p.a

Ifcash flow are uneven:

Payback: Time at which

cumulative CFAT : Initial

investrnent

Discounted

Payback

When the Payback Period is computed after

discounting the cash flows by a pre-determined

rate (cut off rate), it is called as the Discounted

Payback Period.

Time at which cumulative
I

Discounted CFAT : Initial

Investment.

Payback

reciprocal

It is the reciprocal Payback Period. It is expressed

in percentage.

CFATo.a X 100

Initial investment

Accounting /

Average rate

of return (ARR)

It means the average annual yield on the project.

In this method, Profit After Taxes (instead of

CFAT) is used for evaluation.

Average PAT p.a X 100

Net Initial investment

Profitability

index or

Where different investment proposals each

involving different initial investments and cash



desirability

factor

(PI)

inflows are to be compared, the technique of

Profitability Index is used. PI:_IqIaLDCEAII x 100

Initial investment

Accept the Project. Surplus over

and above the cut - off rate is

obtained

Project generates cash flows at a

rate just equal to the Cost of

Capital. Hence, it may be accepted

or rejected. This constitutes an

Indifference Point.

Reject the Project. The Project

does not provide returns even

equivalent to the cut-off rate.

Net present

value (NPV)

It is defined as the sum of the Present values of all

future Cash Inflows less the sum of the Present

Values of all Cash Outflows associated with the

proposal.

ACCEPTAIICE RULE: NPV: Discounted Cash

Inflows Less Initial

Investment.

Accept the Project. Surplus over

and above the cut - off rate is

obtained

Project generates cash flows at a

rate just equal to the Cost of

Capital. Hence, it may be

or reiected. This



constitutes an Indifference Point.

NPV<O Reject the Project. The Project

does not provide returns even

equivalent to the cut-off rate.

Internal rate of

return (IRR)

IRR

Disr

Cas

The

disc

proj

AC

. is the

:ounted t

h Outflor

Internal

ount ratl

ect equal

CEPTAI

rate at which the sum total of

lash Inflows equals the Discounted

t/s.

Rate of Return of a project is the

: which makes Net Present of the

to zero.

{CE RULE

STEPS:

1. Compute one positive

NPV & one negative NPV

using arbitrary discount

rates.

2. Compute the change in

NPV over the two selected

discount rates.

3. On proportionate basis,

compute the discount rate at

which NPV is Zero.

iiIlzies€&{:{.6i
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IRR>

Ko

Accept the Project. Surplus over

and above the cut-off rate is

obtained.

IRR=

Ko

Project generates cash flows at a

rate just equal to the Cost of

Capital. Hence, it may be accepted

or rejected. This constitutes an

Indifference Point.

IRR<

I(o

Reject the Project. The Project

does not provide returns even

equivalent to the cut-off rate

Modified

Internal Rate of

Retum Method

(MrRR)

o In order to cope up with various

limitations of the conventional internal

rate of return, modified internal rate of

return was developed.

o Under this method, all cash flows (except

STEPS:

1. Determine the total Cash

Outflows & Inflows of the

project and the time periods

in which they occur.



initial investment), are brought to the

terminal value using an appropriate

discount rate (generally the cost of

iapital).

MIRR results in a single stream of cash

inflows in the termin alyear.

It is obtained by assuming a single

outflow in the zeroth year and the

terminal cash inflow.

The discount rate which equates the pV of

the terminal cash inflow to the zeroth year

outflow is known as MIRR.

2. Compute Terminal Value

of all Cash Flows other than

the Initial Investment. For

this purpose, Terminal

Value of a Cash Flow :
Amount of Cash Flow x Re-

investment Factor, where

Reinvestment Factor :
(l+Kf where n: number of

years balance remaining in

the project

3. Compute Total of

Terminal Values as

computed under Step 2. This

is taken as the "Inflow"

from the project, to be

compared with the

"Outflow" i.e. the initial

investment.

4. Compute MIRR, i.e.

Discount Rate such that PV

of Terminal Value : Initial

Investment

Note: For computing MIRR,

the interpolation techniques

applicable to IRR may be

used.



Note:

Income
(-) Expenses
EBIT
(-) Interest
EBT
(-) Tax
EAT
(+)Depreciation

CFAT

xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
Xxx

tmportant resource in investment decisions, i.e. funds, are not fully available to undertake all the projects. Such
a situation is considered as a Resource Constraint situation. In case of restricted availability of funds, the
objective of the firm is to maximize the wealth of shareholders with the available funds. Such investment
planning is called Capital Rationing.
Here project can be classified into two types;
1. Divisible

2.Indivisible

NATURE OFPROJECT

Partial investrnent is possible and proportionate

Stens involved in Decision makins:
o Compute PI of various projects & rank them

based on PI.

Projects are selected based on maximum
Profitability Index.

Investment should be made ir-fuii. prrtiaili
Proportionate investment is not possible.

Steos involved in Decision makine:o Determine the combination of projects to utilize
amount available

. Compare NPV of each combination.

o Select the combination with maximum NpV.



Whenevbr life disparity arises, we have to solve the problem by way of Equivalent Annual Flow Method.

Steos involved in Equivalent Annual Flow Method

1. Compute the Initial lnvestment of each alternative.

2. Determine the project lives of each alternative.

3. Determine the Annuity Factor relating to the project life of each alternative.

4. Compute Equivalent Annual Investment (EAI): Initial Investment + Annuity Factor

5. Compute CFAT p.a / Cash Outflows per anngm, of each alternative.

6. Compute Equivalent Annual Benefit (EAB): CFAT per annum Less EAI (OR )

Compute Equivalent Annual Costs (EAC) : Cash Outflows per annum + EAI

7. Select Project with Maximum EAB or Minimum EAC, as the case may be



COST OF CAPITAL &
CAPITAL STRUCTURE THEORY

COST OF CAPITAL:
r Cost of capital maybe defined as the cut off rate for determining estimated future cash proceeds of a project

and eventually deciding whether the project is worth undertaking or not.

o It can also be stated as the opportunity cost of an investment, i.e. the rate of retum that a company would

otherwise be able to earn at the same risk level as the investment that has been selected.

o It is also the minimum rate of return that a firm must earn on its investment which will maintain the market

value of share at its current level.

o Cost of capital maybe defined as the cut off rate for determining estimated future cash proceeds of a project

and eventually deciding whether the project is worth undertaking or not.

o This is the rate of retum that a firm would receive if it had invested its money somewhere else with similar
risk.

o There are two aspects of Cost of Capital;

o Implicit Cost of capital.

o Explicit Cost of capital &

o It arises when the funds are raised. o It arises when the funds are used.

It is Discount Rate that equals the

Present Value of Cash Inflows, that are

incremental to the taking of financing

opportunity, with the Present Value of
its incremental Cash Outflows.

It is the rate of return associated with

the best investment opporhrnity for

the Firm and its Shareholders, that

will be foregone, if the project

presently under consideration by the

Firm were accepted.

r Useful for making Capital Budgeting

Decisions.

o Not considered in making Capital

Budgeting decisions.

o It can be measured on a comparatively

realistic and quantifiable basis

o It is based on the opportunity cost

concept and arises only when there

are alternatives.



Cost of Irredeemable Debt

(Debentures not redeemable during

the life time of the companY)

Cost of Redeemable Debt

(Debentures are redeemable after the expiry of a fxed perioa;

Interest X (100% - Tax Rate)

rq=
NP

lnterest X (100% - Tax Rate) + (RV - NP) - N
Kd=

(RV+NP)+l

Where RV: Redeemable value of debt

N: Life of the redeemable Debt.

NP: Net Proceeds of Issue

Cost of Irredeemable PSC Cost of Redeemable PSC

Preference Dividend

Kr=
NP

Preference Dividend + (RV - NP) + N

K,:
(RV +NP): l

Where RV: Redeemable value of preference shares

N: Life of the redeemable preference shares.

NP: Net Proceeds of Issue

Note: 1. Preference Dividend is,not tax deductible and hence tax rate is not relevant in computation of Kp

It represents the expectations of Equity Shareholders from a Company. Based on investors' behaviour and

expectations, the cost of Equity Capital can be determined by any of the following approaches -

Approach Assumption Formula lQ: Other Points

l. Dividend price

Approach

o Investor is interested rn

Cash Dividends, i.e.

Diskibuted Profits only.

r Dividends are paid at a

constant rate till winding

-up of the Company

Dividend per Share

Market Price per Share

(ex dividend)

So,tq=Dr+Po

o Suitable for Stable

Income and Stable

Dividend Policy

Companies

e Tax effect is not

considered.

2. Earnings Price Investor is interested in EPS and

market Price of shares, whether or

Eamings per Share

Market Price oer Share

Suitable for Companies with

stable income and if income



Approach not such EPS is fuIly paid out as

dividend.

accrues in a business cycle.

3. Dividend Price +

Growth Approach

Investor is interested in

present dividends and

also future prospects of
growth in EPS and

dividends

EPS, DPS and MPS all

grow at the same rate

Dividendper Share + g

Market Price per Share

So, IC : (Dr: Po) + g

G: expected futuristic

growth rate in EPS.

Suitable for growth Companies

with focus on dividend and

intemal financing.

4. Eamings Price +

Growth Approach

Investor is interested in

future prospects of
growtl in EPS and

dividends.

EPS and MPS grow at

the same rate

Earning per Share + g

Market Price per Share

G: expected futuristic

growth rate in EPS.

Suitable for Companies

enjoying a steady growth rate

and steady rate ofearnings.

5. Realized Yield

Approach

Investor is interested in Current

Dividend & Capital Appreciation

(increase in Share Price) over a

specified time - frame.

DPS+(MPSt-MPSt_r)

MPSt_r

Numeric : Current year

Dividend + Increase in MPS

in one year. Denominator =

Last Year MPS.

Suitable for Companies with

proven track record and

enjoying a steady rate ofgrowth

rate,rute of dividend and

increase in Market Price.

6. Capital Asset Pricing

Model (CAPM)

Approach

Investors should be remunerated in

two ways - (a) for time value of
money by means of fusk - Free

Rate, and (b) for bearing risk, by

wav of a Risk Premium.

K": Rr+B G. - Rf)

Where B: Beta Co-effrcient,

i.e. a measure of non -
diversifiable risk.

Recognises the entire market

expectations, and does not

depend upon the EPS or DPS of
the Company.

Cost of retained earning represent opportunity cost of dividends foregone by shareholders. If the cash is
reinvested, the opportunity cost is the expected rate of return that shareholders could have obtained by
investing in financial assets.

Approaches to measure
Cost of retained earning (q)

Discounted cash flow method

&- DPS +c
MPS

Capital Asset Pricing Model

K:R+b(R -R)s f 'm (


